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Headlines & Challenges
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A Healthy NAM Hotel Scene
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New Building Supply Up 7% in September

“Demand in major markets remains healthy.”

Promising Q4 Outlook for North American Hotels

“Over the past 60 days, there has been a 

noticeable increase in advance reservation pace, 

lasting well into 2018.” 

Takeaways:

• Confident hotel suppliers 

at the negotiating table

• Anticipate rate increases 

in most major markets
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Strong Int’l Air Projections = Heads in Beds Overseas As Well
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Hotels Driving New Fee Revenue via Cancellation Fees
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http://www.businesstravelnews.com/Lodging/US-Hotels-Are-Projected-to-Collect-2-7B-in-Fees-Surcharges-in-2017
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With changing cancellation policies at major chains, corporates are faced with 
increasing cost – and prefer hotels that still offer flexible conditions
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Source: HRS Corporate Bookings, 08/2016 – 08/2017

…and choose hotels with flexible conditions

17%
… of corporate bookings are 

being cancelled*

5% … within 48 hours before 

arrival

Given the choice between two hotels in similar

location, with the same star category and

same quality of service, would you prefer the

one offering your travelers flexible cancellation

until 6pm on the day of arrival for your hotel

program?

Strongly prefer

82%
Increasing cost up to 3% of 

total booking volume

Corporates prefer flexibility…
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Driving Use of Preferred Hotel Suppliers Remains a Challenge

77

Average leakage 

in corporate programs

60%28%

HotelFlight

Reasons why travellers book outside managed travel

Source: ACTE / Amex 2016 Survey

59%

62%

63%

67%

69%

71%

The maximum of allowed rates is too low

I usually book via other channels

I was not able to book the whole trip end-to-end

I did not like the location of the offered hotels

I found better rates elseware

I did not like the available hotel offerings
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Industry Consolidation
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Fragmentation of the hotel market makes it difficult to manage a large portfolio

Source: HRS, Euromonitor 2015, Smith Travel Research 2015

North America

Asia/Oceania

Europe

South America

Share of hotel types in 

corporate programs

100%
Independent hotels Chain hotels

27% 73%

95% 5%

91% 9%

40% 60%

88% 12%
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10 Largest Chains

Rank Chain

Hotels 

2008

Rooms 

2008

Hotels 

2012

Rooms 

2012

Hotels 

2016

Room 

2016
1 Marriott 2,921 521,201 3,537 617,837 5,974 1,170,367
2 Hilton 2,967 498,174 3,843 633,238 4,727 775,866
3 IHG 3,949 585,094 4,480 658,348 5,070 749,721
4 Wyndham 6,544 550,576 7,205 613,126 8,092 707,751

5 Accor 3,871 478,975 4,426 531,714 4,200 524,955
6 Choice 5,570 452,027 6,203 502,460 6,429 509,556
7 Jin Jiang NA NA NA NA 3,090 374,120
8 Best Western 4,035 308,636 4,078 311,598 4,196 302,144

9 Carlson Rezidor 971 148,551 1,077 165,802 1,112 174,475
10 Hyatt 720 138,503 NA NA 667 170,239

• Marriott – 100% growth since 2012

• Hilton – 36% growth since 2008 but 19% since 2016

• Best Western – 3% reduction due to increasing brand 

standards and removal of hotels
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Rate Auditing Realities
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Rate Audits Matter
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86% of 

Travel Managers 

state that they audit 

hotel rates

“After you negotiate the hotel contract and it is loaded into your system, is the entered rate, including negotiated amenities, audited to verify accuracy?” n=337

At first glance, rate audits appear to be widespread
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11%

15%

16%

36%

38%

52%

Third-party consultant

Hotel solution provider

Reports from hotel

Traveler

Reports from TMC

Internally through manual
work

14
Among those who audit rates – (n=347)

Sources of audit information
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16%

18%

32%

35%

42%

No budget to outsource the task

It does not have significant impact on the 
rate, so it’s not part of my priorities

I trust my hotel supplier to check the rate

I trust my TMC to check the rate

No resources to do so internally

Among those who do not audit rates – (n=57)
15

Reasons hotel contracts are not audited 
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Actual $10M Customer – Impact of Typical Rate Errors

Note: Based on 10mn EUR sample customer

Data 

Analytics

Expense 

Management

Payment 

Solutions

Risk 

Management

Search & 

Book

Rate 

Protector

Rate 

Loading
Sourcing

Incorrect rates Incorrect breakfast

Not 

available
31%

Incorrect/

missing info
16%

More 

expensive
11%

More 

expensive
50%

Average price 

deviation
14%

Avg. 

breakfast 

price

Cost due to wrong price: $160k Cost due to wrong info $10k

10€
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RFP Season & Hotel Sourcing for 2018
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Sourcing Trends
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Evolving RFP Realities

• Opportunities to source dynamically as program priorities are altered across the year

• Not necessarily the “once-a-year and done” of traditional RFP season

That Said….RE Traditional RFP Practices:

“Managers who continue to use traditional hotel sourcing mentioned more 

tactical benefits, such as improved negotiated rate versus industry 

benchmarks and better average room rates, as the top advantages arising 

from their approach.” - ACTE Study, October 2017

Outsourcing Gaining Momentum

• Complexity of modern hotel program management….requires full-time expertise

• Travel buyers are more strategic with their time, driving more impact across their organization 
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Modest Increases in General….but Varying by Key Metro Centers
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Trends we see – PHX Hotel Metrics

According to the Arizona office of Tourism:

• Hotel rates are up 4.1% year to date

• Occupancy is up 1.7%

• Airport passenger volume is up 1.3%

76,000+ Chinese travelers came to Arizona in 2016, making China the state’s # 4 source of overseas 

visitors (behind Germany, Britain and France). 

• Foreshadowing even more traffic as more Chinese companies compete globally

What HRS sees in its 2018 negotiations so far:

• Full service hotels are trying to raise rates in the PHX area (varying amounts by location/property)

• Limited service hotels are decreasing rates YOY by 1.5% in initial bids

• From the 1st offer to today…hotels have reduced their rates by almost 7%

• The old adage still works…if you can prove you have the volume, and prove you can shift share… 

…..there are savings to be had.
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Breakfast
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http://www,businesstravelnews,com/uploadedFiles/Microsites/Consumer_Travel_Index/2016/US_Diem/BTN%202016%20Corporate%20Travel%20Index%20US%20P

er%20Diem%20Food%20Costs,pdf

One Client states that 50-60% of travelers utilize the included breakfast amenity,

Los Angeles:      $22,05

New York: $21,58

Chicago: $19,95

Minneapolis:      $19,79

Denver:             $18,48

San Francisco:  $18,22

San Jose:          $18,21

Atlanta:              $17,95

Seattle: $17,83

Dallas: $15,80

Boston:             $15,64

London: $37,34

Zurich :  $33,66

Hong Kong:      $31,02

Paris: $28,63

Shanghai: $27,55

Munich:             $26,95

Tokyo:          $25,61

Singapore:              $23,94

Beijing:      $22,06

Sao Paulo: $15,19

Toronto:             $15,01

http://www.businesstravelnews.com/uploadedFiles/Microsites/Consumer_Travel_Index/2016/US_Diem/BTN 2016 Corporate Travel Index US Per Diem Food Costs.pdf
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WiFi

Wyndham: Free at most brands, with the exception of Wyndham and Wyndham Grand properties

IHG: Free for all Rewards Club members

Hyatt: Free for all guests, Premium Wi-Fi available for a fee

Marriott: Free for all Rewards members, Premium Wi-Fi available for a fee

Hilton: Free Wi-Fi for direct booking, plus all Hilton HHonors Gold and Diamond members

Starwood: Free Wi-Fi for all Starwood Preferred Guest members

Four Seasons: Free for all guests

https://skift,com/2016/05/10/wi-fi-at-hotels-the-battle-over-free-vs-fee/
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1. The industry is changing so we must change with it

2. Determine what is important and focus on that in your negotiations

3. Travel Managers must audit – too much money being lost

4. Get bulletproof data for your hotel negotiations; show that you can 

shift share and prove it with the math

23

Summary
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HRS Contact

Eric Hofer

NAM Director of Sales

eric.hofer@hrs.com

817-312-9047
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Let’s Discuss…


